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Senior of the Year
Austin Hudepohl

 The Senior of the Year is a prestigious award given out every year 
to a senior that demonstrates what it is like to be a Colonel. It goes out to 
someone who shows what Covington Catholic is all about. The recipient is 
someone who is involved, friends with everyone, a leader, and exemplifies 
what it is like to have a spirit that will not die.
 This year, the running was very close between Neil Kennedy, the 
school president, and Jake Read, the vice president. Jake Read said that, 
“This is an honor and I am happy that all my Colonels support me.” Jake 
Read has been a vital part of Covington Catholic since his freshman year. 
He has always been a leader of his class and would never miss a sporting 
event. He is friends with everyone and is involved in many different clubs 
and sports. He has competed in Football since freshman year along with 
being the president of the Spirit Club. He is also in the Philanthropy Club, 
Spirit Club, Drug Free Club, Student Senate, and the Community Service 
Club to name a few.

Congratulations to Jake Read on becoming the Senior of the Year!

Teacher of the year, Coach Hertsenberg and Senior of the year, Jake Read
Photo by: Andrew Kendall

Teacher of the Year
Lucas Armor

 Voting for the Teacher of the Year Award is an annual event at 
Covington Catholic High School, and this year they continued the tradition. 
All of the senior class was given the opportunity to vote for a teacher that 
they have had in the past four years that they thought made the biggest impact 
on them.
 In recent years, Mr. Haders, the art teacher, and Mr. Hertsenberg, the 
morality teacher, have always come out neck and neck to win this prestigous 
award. This year was no different, for it came down to these two teachers 
once again to see who was Teacher of the Year. In the end, Coach Hertsenberg 
was the victor by a margin of 4 votes. Coach Herts was heard saying this was 
an honor, and he loved that his seniors liked him enough to vote for him. 
When asked about the rivalry between Mr. Haders and him, Coach Herts 
said that Mr. Haders should win every year, for Coach Herts has every senior 
in the school, but Mr. Haders only has a select few, so the fact that he is 
consectutively at the top every year means that his seniors really enjoy him 
as a teacher. 
 Mr. Hertsenberg was quoted saying, “I once again enjoy teaching 
all these seniors, and I really appreciate the vote, so thank you.” All of the 
seniors decided that he was a great choice for Teacher of the Year, and we 
all hope the tradition of Teacher of the Year continues long after we are long 
gone.

“He has made a 
big impact on the 
way I see things.” 

Lucas Armor

“Takes the 
sophomores to 
Wyoming every 
year--one of my 

best experiences.” 
Luke Schutzman

“Did a very good 
job at relating 
the complexi-

ties of Christian 
morality to ev-
eryday life so as 

to be understood 
in the simplest 

terms.”  
Brent Webster

“He put in a lot 
of time to make 
our senior year 

awesome” 
Conner McKee

“Caring, per-
sonable, and 

spirited.” 
Jonah Scott

“Showed more 
dedication and 
pride than any 

other student at 
CCH.”  

Jack Templeton
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Lucas Armor: University of Kentucky
Taylor Averdick: Western Kentucky University
Morgan Bahl: Eastern Kentucky University
Andrew Baldridge: University of Louisville
Andrew Baker: University of Kentucky
Matt Baker: University of Louisville
John Bayer: University of Dayton
Josh Bayless: Northern Kentucky University
Nick Bessler: Franciscan University of Steubenville
Ian Bonar: Thomas More College
Michael Bowdy: Eastern Kentucky University
Reid Butler: University of Dayton
Luke Cahill: Cincinnati State 
Pat Ciuccio: Eastern Kentucky University
Alexander “Cubby” Connelly: Georgetown College
Travis Connor: Eastern Kentucky University
Alexander Cosby: Eastern Kentucky University
Jeremy Dorning: University of Louisville
Alexander Emerson: University of Kentucky
Luke Finke: Northern Kentucky University
Kyle Fischer: Eastern Kentucky University
Jordan Flood: University of Alabama
Joey Fredrick: University of Kentucky
Cole Gerding: University of Kentucky
Alex Glavan: University of Cincinnati
Dan Gregory: University of Notre Dame
Seth Grothaus: University of Louisville
Sean Hamm: University of Kentucky
Sam Hehman: Northern Kentucky University
Michael Hellmann: University of Louisville
Stefan Hempel: Cincinnati State
Stephen Henke: Northern Kentucky University
James Hermann: Northern Kentucky University
Jordan Hoffer: University of Louisville
Austin Hudepohl: University of Alabama
Matt Jeffrey: Bellarmine University 
Doug Kaiser: Western Kentucky University
Nate Kathman:Universtiy of Kentucky
Andrew Kendall:  University of Cincinnati
Neil Kennedy: University of Kentucky
Steven Knapik: Eastern Kentucky University
Derek Koshiol: Otterbein University
Hunter Kuykendall: Jefferson Community College
Kenny Lonneman: University of Louisville

Kevin Lubbers: Purdue University
Cory Mastko: University of Kentucky
Conner McKee: Northern Kentucky University
Dillon McMain: Northern Kentucky University
Nicholas Meier: University of Kentucky
Jonathan Miller: Northern Kentucky University
Josh Moorman: University of Miami (FL)
Anuel Nevels: Northern Kentucky University
Jake Nienaber: University of Louisville
Jacob Read: University of Kentucky
Brett Riedinger: University of Louisville
Paul Ritter: Eastern Kentucky University
Michael Rosado: Xavier University
Philip Ryan: Marian University
Clayton Salchli: Eastern Kentucky University
Leo Schaefer: University of Louisville
Adam Schmidt: Northern Kentucky University
Tyler Schuler: Northern Kentucky University
Andrew Schult: Bellarmine University
Luke Schutzman: Thomas More College
Jonah Scott: Northern Kentucky University
Jordan Seitz: University of Dayton
Adam Shumate: Hanover College
Joe Sizemore: Northern Kentucky University 
Studer Slabaugh: Georgetown College
Ryan Snyder: Ohio University
Ryan Spencer: University of Kentucky
Casey Stone: College of Mount St. Joseph
Bobby Sturm: University of Kentucky
Austin Taylor: University of Kentucky
Jack Templeton: University of Kentucky
Jake Thelen: Spring Hill College
Kevin Tillman: University of Kentucky
Troy Timmerman: United States Air Force Academy
Rafael Torres: Northern Kentucky University
John Turner: Northern Kentucky University
Jake Vogt: Northern Kentucky University
Jackson Walsburger: Northern Kentucky University
Brent Webster: University of Cincinnati
Mitchell Wendling: University of Kentucky
Aaron Wilson: University of Louisville
Justin Wolfer: College of Mount St. Joseph
Matt Yeager: University of Louisville
Nathan Zembrodt: Northern Kentucky University

Taylor Averdick: $4,500 to SCAD
Matt Baker: Trustees Scholarship Speed School of Engineering    
 Scholarship @ U of L
Josh Bayless: $300 Bowling Scholarship @ NKU
Nick Bessler: Academic Achievement $6600/year
Reid Butler: Yearling’s Scholarship/President’s Scholarship @ UD
Cubby Connelly: Football Scholarship @ Georgetown College
Jeremy Dorning: Cardinal Covenant
Alexander Emerson: Presidential Scholarship
Alex Glavan: Lindner Honors PLUS, Cincinnatus Scholarship
Sean Hamm: $1000 Buckeye/Bluegrass Classic Coach Cash for College
Austin Hudepohl: Academic Common Market Scholarship
Matt Jeffrey: Monsignor Horrigan Schulak Scholarship, Trustee    
 Scholarship  
Doug Kaiser: Civil Air Patrol Scholarship
Nate Kathman: SEMC Credit Union Scholarship
Andrew Kendall:  Carl Lindner Honors PLUS/Cincinnatus/John    
 Biedenharn Scholarships
Derek Koshiol: President’s Scholar Award/Endowed Scholar Award @   
 Otterbein College
Jake Matracia: Informatics Scholarship @ NKU
Cory Mastko: Flagship Scholarship--$1500 1st year @ UK
Nicholas Meier: Flagship Scholarship @ UK
Jonathan Miller: Excellence Scholarship @NKU

Off to College in the Fall

Scholarships/Awards
Josh Moorman: Isaac Bashevis Singer Scholarship for 4 years, full tuition
Anuel Nevels: Educational Diversity Scholarship @ NKU
Paul Ritter: Football Scholarship @EKU
Philip Ryan: San Damiano Service Scholarship/Saint Claire Academic   
 Scholarship/Brian and Kenny Williams Scholarship
Adam Schmidt: Jon Gallenstein Scholarship
Andrew Schult: Msngr Horrigan Scholarship/Trustee Scholarship/   
Residence Hall Grant 
Luke Schutzman: Dean’s Scholarship @ TMC
Jonah Scott:  Governors Scholarship for Musical Theater 
Jordan Seitz:  UD Scholarship
Adam Shumate: Dean’s Scholarship @ Hanover
Studer Slabaugh:– Football Scholarship @ Georgetown
Jack Templeton: Provost Scholarship/National Buckeye Scholarship @  
 UK
Jake Thelen: Basketball Scholarship @Spring hill
Kevin Tillman: Provost Scholarship @UK
Troy Timmerman: USAF Football Scholarship
Rafael Torres: NKU Scholarship, full tuition
Brent Webster: Cincinnatus Scholarship
Aaron Wilson: Trustee’s Scholarship @ Uof L
Nathan Zembrodt: Governor’s Scholar Award/Freshman Art Scholarship, full semester  
 tuition @ NKU
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Lucas Armor most likely to attend Hogwarts
Taylor Averdick most likely to sue Apple 
Morgan Bahl most likely to fall off his scooter
Drew Baker most likely to get big
Matt Baker most likely to star in Avatar II
John Bayer most likely to start the USA Ultimate Frisbee Olympic Team
Josh Bayless most likely to set multiple PBA records
Nick Bessler most likely to be spotted in a chicken suit
Michael Bowdy most likely to have a garage full of mustangs
Reid Butler most likely to engineer the Xbox 1080
Luke Cahill most likely to coach Lacrosse
Pat Ciuccio most likely to complain about this
Alex Connelly most likely to be a male cheerleader
Travis Connor most likely to be the Notre Dame mascot
Alex Cosby most likely to roll up in a Cadillac at the class reunion
Haden Cotton most likely to win a grand slam in tennis
Peter Craig most likely to star in Footloose 2
Jeremy Dorning most likely to star in Balls of Fury 2 
Alex Emerson most likely to win a gold medal in swimming
Drew Etling most likely to prolly
Luke Finke most likely to own a chain of successful meat shops
Kyle Fischer most likely to succeed
Jordan Flood most likely to star in Brink II
Colin Foltz most likely to teach freshman algebra
Joey Fredrick most likely to go head to head with Tiger at the Masters
Cole Gerding most likely to have a growth spurt in college
Alex Glavan most likely to get a nicer car
Dan Gregory most likely to be the next Rudy
Jeff Grome most likely to have the same hairstyle in 20 years
Jack Grosser most likely to manage the Reds
Seth Grothaus most likely to run a NASCAR pit crew
Sam Grundhoefer most likely to be Cubby’s neighbor
Sean Hamm most likely to be a commentator for the Astros
Sam Hehman most likely to be the first to ride a unicycle around the  
 world
Alex Helbling most likely to get workmen’s compensation for a papercut
Michael Hellmann most likely to join a semi-pro croquet team
Stephan Hempel most likely to catch a baseball with his face
Stephen Henke most likely to be a 5 star chef
Jimmy Hermann most likely to have a squirrel living in his beard
Jordan Hoffer most likely to not be hassled with
Austin Hudepohl most likely be seen on the dancefloor with Eric   
 Warning
Matt Jeffrey most likely to be the next Harry Potter
Mark Jones most likely to be the CEO of Jiff
Doug Kaiser most likely to protect the president
Nate Kathman most likely to be a roady for Van Halen
Andrew Kendall most likely to finish a newspaper
Neil Kennedy most likely to star in Heavyweights II
Steven Knapik most likely to streak at the world cup
Derek Koshiol most likely to be a Pokemon master
Evan Kuderer most likely to be sports analyst
Hunter Kuykendall most likely to overreact
Khang Le most likely to judge someone for their taste in music
Kenny Lonneman most likely to replace Krumps
Kevin Lubbers most likely to rock the fro
Tyler Mairose most likely to forget his helmet for football practice
Derek Manis most likely to compete in the strongest man competition
Connor Maschinot most likely to pursue a career as a garden gnome
Jake Matracia most likely to fall asleep reading this

Cory Matsko most likely to hate his job
Connor McKee most likely to stay a lax bro
Dillon McMain most likely to “get jumped”
Nick Meier most likely to work for NASA
Jonathan Miller most likely to move to Milwaukee
Josh Moorman most likely to memorize pi
Greg Moser most likely to get all the ladies
Anuel “Trey” Nevels most likely to start his own reservation
Jake Nienaber most likely to kill a deer with his bare hands
Aaron Rapp most likely to have a painting in the Louvre
Jake Read most likely to coach pewee football
Brett Riedinger most likely to never buy another pair of shoes
Paul Ritter most likely to……. what can’t he do?
Michael Rosado most likely to never cut his hair
Brandon Rozanski most likely to have his ashes spread over Rupp 
Arena
Philip Ryan IV most likely to be the first American Pope
Clayton Salchli most likely to have his last name pronounced wrong
Leo Schaefer most likely to regrow the fro
Adam Schmidt most likely to save the world
Kevin Schoettle most likely to win the Pulitzer Prize
Brian Schroer most likely to be spotted in a green man suit
Tyler Schuler most likely to forget to clean his room
Andrew Schult most likely to lose his voice from talking too much
Christian Schulte most likely to never tie his shoes
Luke Schutzman most likely to have his bird fly out the window
Jonah Scott most likely to be lat for his wedding
Jordan Seitz most likely to design his own video company
Michael Sellmeyer most likely to own a tattoo parlor
Chris Shouse most likely to work in Michael’s tattoo parlor
Adam Shumate most likely to star in the next Star Wars film
Jason Simon most likely to model for Abercrombie
Joe Sizemore most likely to work on Seth Grothaus’s pit crew
Alex Slabaugh most likely to become a jockey
Ryan Snyder most likely to be featured in the next Rock Band
Ryan Spencer most likely to go Platinum
Will Stengle most likely to never stop smiling
Casey Stone most likely to design shoes and make millions
Bobby Sturm most likely to win an Emmy for acting and humor
Austin Taylor most likely to get married to a girl named Taylor
Jack Templeton most likely to be confused for Jim Carey/ star in Dumb  
 and Dumbererer
Joey Terrana most likely to make Amlets
Cary Thaxton most likely to be a poet
Jake Thelen most likely to never leave his house
Kevin Tillman most likely to do a voiceover for Bevis and Butthead
Will Torbeck most likely to win a hairiest man competition
RJ Torres most likely to become president…. of a Hispanic country
John Turner most likely to sleep through college
Jake Vogt most likely to be the Snakeman on Animal Planet
Jackson Walsburger most likely to be that annoying UK fan in your life
Eric Warning most likely to be seen on the dancefloor with Austin  
 Hudepohl
Brent Webster most likely to be featured on a History Channel show
Mitch Wendling most likely to move to Japan and become a Sumo  
 wrestler
Aaron Wilson most likely to call you an idiot
Justin Wolfer most likely to take his talents to MSJ
Matt Yeager most likely to turn the Happy Dance into a youtube   
 sensation
Nate Zembrodt most likely to be struck by lightning

What Does Your Future Hold
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I, Lucas Armor, will my Ultimate Frisbee skills to 
Jonathan Castaneda, my frown to Drew Bamberger, 
and my senioritis to every junior around this time 
next year. 
I, Taylor Averdick, will my incredible slacking 
ability to Mr. Haders, my humor to Mrs. Jones, my 
ability to never show up to a single study hall to 
Mr. Kaelin, and the quarter that I took off to Ms. 
Dugan. 
I, Morgan Bahl, will my ability to sell ice cream 
in 45 degree weather to Blake Perkins and Tim 
Connaughton. 
I, Andrew Baldridge, will my amazing tennis 
skills to Tim Fritz. 
I, Drew Baker will my car radio, Ipod, valet to 
Ryan Hayden, my luck to Danny Mlinarik, my 
love to Chipotle to Daniel Klosterman, my dunk 
contest championship to Sam Dressman, my love 
for stereotypes to Cameron Murphy, my hair to 
Clint Massie and Brandon Ward, my shoes to Ryan 
Panoushek.  
I, John Bayer, will my high release forehand to 
Alex Tilford, my backhand to Blake Tewes, my 
hammer to Luke Ganshirt, my scooter to Dylan 
Neff, my Shuvaa to Ben Kleier, my push pass to 
Clay Heidrich, my blade to Austin Stetter, and my 
bow-tying ability to Kyle Fischer. 
I,  Josh Bayless, will my bowling prowess to David 
Zalla, my ability to get kicked out of practice to 
Alex Tilford, and my weekly McDonald’s run on 
Wednesday morning to Liem Le.
I, Nick Bessler, will my debating skills to Bambi, 
my A in accounting to Tyler Hoefinghoff, and my 
dislike of Chipotle to Daman Clemons.
I, Ian Bonar, will my parking spot, to Justin Ryan, 
my tables in the cafeteria by the vending machines 
to Jared Parmley, and my amazing driving skills 
and jeep to Adam Ditzel. 
I, Michael Bowdy, will my back flips to Thomas 
Batts, will my inevitability to run crazy to Zach 
Toebben, and my good lucks to Brock D’Alessandri. 
I, Reid Butler, will my ability to play video 
games that matter to Liem le, my short storytelling 
abilities to Stephen Henke, my driving to Khang 
Le, and my ability to formulate a test without a 
smiley face to Andy Gregg. 
I, Luke Cahill, will my bowling ball to Mr. Kaelin, 
and my parking spot to Adam Kallmeyer. 
I, Pat Ciuccio, will my lax skills to Daniel 
Hellmann, my extremely good looks to Zeb 
Gronotte, my lady  skills to Garret Atchison, my 
muscles to Mr. Giordano, to Jacob Kaiser I will 
my brains, to my brother Adam Ciuccio I will 
ABSOLUTLEY NOTHING!!! MUAHAHAHA
I, Alex Connelly, will my jumping ability to 
Clint Massie; my Lumina to Joe Robinson along 
with my chicken sandwich; my QB skills and my 
personality to Shake ’N’ Blake Bir; my mouth to 
Charlie Mader; my subs to Kellen Jenkins; my 
shoot out skills to Evan Talkers along with “the 
Prayer”, my dunking skills to Nick Fredrick, my 
high jump skills to Balskus, and my heart to Ms. 
Mosko and Mrs. Jones. 
I, Travis Connor, will my station wagon to Scott 
Monahan, my life savings to DJ Powell to afford 
chipotle, my football skills to Nolan Shields, and 

my sarcasm to Max Halpin.
I, Alexander Cosby, will my taco collection to 
Gabe Gray, my hateful attitude to Jeff Molony, 
my ghetto Cadillac to Daman Clemons, my ability 
to sing like Niki Minaj to Tanner Fangman, my 
football sleeves to Robby Bayer, my senior skip 
right too Kyle Morris, my ability to do the Bernie 
to DJ Powell, my skills to hurt Red Headed wide 
receivers to Clint Massie.
I, Jeremy Dorning, will my Solara to Dylan Neff, 
my ogreness to Alex Tilford, my Frisbee to Austin 
Stetter, and my swamp to Blake Tewes. 
I, Alex Emerson, will my height to John Meyer, 
my charm to Bryan Metzger, my good looks to 
Clay Heidrich, and my swimming ability to Max 
Williamson. 
I, Drew Etling, will everything to Brad 
Knochelmann. 
I, Kyle Fischer, will my IBL handles to Evan 
Talkers, my Volvo to Eddie Sktech, The Roller 
Coaster to Gabe Gray, love of Nike CTR’s to 
Nick Weber, marshmallows to Sam Mullen, and 
everything else in my name to Luke Bolden. 
I, Jordan Flood, will my seasons 1-8 of Full House 
to Scott Monahan, my old driveway basketball 
hoop to Joey Schaefer. 
I, Collin Foltz, will my deep voice to Daman 
Clemons, my bench-warming skills to Jacob 
Lange, and my good looks and teaching ability to 
Tom Arnold. 
I, Joey Fredrick, will my jumps to Nick Fredrick, 
regional runner up to Seattle Stein, my height 
to Matt Lanigan, my shooting stroke to Kellen 
Jenkins. 
I, Cole Gerding, will my swag to Drew Bamberger, 
my tennis skills to Ben Reis, and my lax skills to 
my Twin Nick Stutler. 
I, Alex Glavan, will my knee to Grant Guess, and 
my Spanish Dictionary to Josh Kissel.
I, Dan Gregory, will my trumpeting skills to Jim 
Nutter, my TEAM’s talents to the juniors who will 
never be able to replace our class, and my arm-
breaking ability to whatever sorry athlete has to 
suffer next. 
I, Seth Grothaus, will my parking spot to my 
brother Trent, and my A in English to Bryan 
Metzger 
I, Sean Hamm, will 3 percent of my Houston 
Astros fan hood to Mr. Haders. 
I, Sam Hehman, will my growing abilities to 
Hank Hehman, also my stunning ability to talk to 
ladies to Hank Hehman, my mad juggling skills to 
Mr. Balskus, my unicycling skills to Josh Kissel 
I, Alex Helbling, will my 107 in English Class to 
Drew Bamberger, my euchre cards to Eric Torres, 
and my broom and dust pan to Kyle Surace. 
I, Michael Hellmann, will my short stature and 
zebra cakes to Brian Fagel,  my name to Michael 
Best, and my anger to Bryan Metzger. 
I, Stefan Hempel, will my froth to Scott Monahan, 
my good looks to Tanner Fangman,  my jokes to 
Ms. Matz, and my peggle skills to Mr. McCoy.
I, Stephen Henke, will my driving abilities and 
Ford Tarus to Alec Kaelin, my school pants to 
Johnny Yung. 
I, James Hermann, will my leadership of 

mammals to Quentin Floyd, my gold club to Dom 
Michels, and my deed to the Journalism room to 
Brady Dunn. 
I, Jordan Hoffer, will my glass bones to Tommy 
Arnzen, my “Wsah!!” to Brian Fagel, and my 
angelic voice to Ben Maile. 
I, Austin Hudepohl, will my normal hair to Clint 
Massie, my  voice to Connor Cleves, my speed and 
hurdling to Gabe Gray, my stunning good looks to 
Ryan Panoushek, my 4x1 anchor to Thomas Batts, 
my ugliness to Sawyer Pauly, a Justin Bieber CD to 
Nick Fredrick, and my weirdness to Zack Toebben. 
I, Matt Jeffrey, will my elder wand and nimbus 
2000 to anyone who wishes to carry on the 
wizarding world at CCH.
I, Doug Kaiser, will my dedication to Special 
Olympics swimming to Zack Stegman and my 
effort at practice with my suit to Jason Meyer. 
I, Nate Kathman, will my football abilities to 
Nolan Shields, my hairy beard to Chris Molony, 
my looks to my brother, Nick, my wisdom to Brian 
Day, my limited edition Van Halen album to Joe 
Walsburger and my freshman Alliance to Ross 
Rohling for him to command.
I, Andrew Kendall, will my talents, many 
nicknames, and good times to Joey Kendall, my 
newspaper duties to whoever will take them. 
I, Neil Kennedy, will my ability to not smile to 
Bambi, my angelic voice to Evan Talkers, my 
immature sense of humor to Ben Maile, my worries 
to Mr. Balskus, my beefiness to Sam Sketch, my 
tennis ability to JB, my governing ability to Grant 
Guess, and my allergies to Mark Schult. 
I, Steven Knapik, will my Artistic Ability to 
Austin Wesley, my height to Matt Lanigan, my 
wiffle ball pitch to Adam Seibert, my pole vault 
skills to Adam Mardis, and everything else to Liem 
Le. 
I, Derek Koshiol, will Matt Lanigan, Adam 
Holstien- Seibert, and Meat my art wisdom and 
ability to make fun of their art. I will the beyblades 
that I’ve had in my car for 4 months to Andrew 
Smith, Nick Mason, Alec Ott, Nolan Jack, Jason 
Hardcorn, and anyone else who wants one. I want 
them out off my car. And finally, I will my sanity to 
Ian Gerwe. He needs it more than I do.
I, Evan Kuderer, will my truck Gladys to Daniel 
Sandfoss, my position as chairman of the DJ Powell 
Chipotle Scholarship Fund, and my Halpinisms, 
my singing voice to Max Halpin. 
I, Hunter Kuykendall, will my work ethic to 
McCoy Dressmann, my locker to Noah Wilmink, 
my tennis shoes to Ben Reis, and my Down by the 
River cheer to Adam Kallmeyer. 
I, Khang Le, will a pinky to Brayden Schlagbaum, 
my summer to Peter LeCurve, Brian’s love to 
Christian Greenwell, my genes to look years 
younger to Mr. Arnold, my micro to Reid Butler.
I, Kenny Lonneman, will my Sam bat and feeding 
skills to Bryan Fagel, my left knee to Tommy 
Arnzen, and my show time skills to Seattle Stein. 
I, Kevin Lubbers, will my inner fro to Michael 
Helton, my dirty doormat to Jake Condon, my 
cross country uniform to Sean Kreke, my style to 
Jim Nutter, my 50m free time to Max Williamson, 
absolutley nothing to Casey Moore, my last dance 

Wills, Wills, and More Wills
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to Kurt Witmer, every Lacoste shirt I own to John 
Mills, my biceps to Brian Menke, and the Cross 
Country Brotherhood to Danny Milnark .
I, Jake Matracia, will my programming skills to 
Ryan Toler, my Disc throwing to Ross Rohling,  
my ability to sleep in class to anyone who is tired 
in school. 
I, Cory Matsko, will my ability to anger Mr. Mott 
at Soccer practice to Nick Weber, my lack of work 
ethic to JB, and my amazing vocals to Eric Zimmer
I, Conner McKee, will my amzaingly awesome 
English skills to my brother Shae, my love for 
country music to Daniel Hellmann, my obsession 
with the New Orleans Saints football team to Zach 
Tobler. 
I, Dillon McMain, will my parking spot (75) 
and everything there when he reads this to Matt 
Ellison, also I will my work study hours to Adam 
Kallmeyer, and my subs to Kellen Jenkins
I, Nick Meier, will my antler to Adam Mardis, my 
favorite disk to Mitchell Lemeker, my parking spot 
to Dom Michaels. 
I, John Miller, will my nickname of Brock to any 
underclassmen who thinks he can handle it. (As 
long as your name is not already Brock) 
I, Josh Moorman, will my lucky blue shorts to 
Seattle Stein, my ability to pick up spares to Alex 
Tilford, and my lanyard twisting ability to Eric 
Schieman. 
I, Anuel Nevels, will my parking spt to Jim Nutter, 
my achting skills to Hank Hehman, my BUG club 
position to Ben Metzger, my editor duties to Brady 
Dunn.
I, Jake Nienaber, will my Colonels sweater to 
Michael Best. 
I, Jake Read will my voice to Nik Knipper, my 
cheer skills to Max Halpin, my football locker to 
Chris Molony, my announcement skills to Nolan 
Shields, and my nickname to no one. 
I, Mike Rosado, will the title of Latin King to 
Gabe Gray. To Danny Mlinarik  a soccer team that 
actually wins,  to Michael Best my name, to Daman 
Clemons all of my playing time in football, my 
sunglasses to Daniel Sandfoss, and my Seth Rogan 
laugh to Kyle Morris. Also, my overall loudness to 
Charlie Mader. 
I, Brandon Rozanski, will my Lance Armstrong 
cycling jersey to Mr. Mott.
I, Brett Riedenger, will my dance moves to Daniel 
Klosterman, my being worth it to Michael Best, 
and my elite Spanish IV skills to Josh Kissel. Also, 
I will my shoe to accounting skills to Ben Reis. 
I, Paul Ritter, will my Ion4D to DJ Powell, and 
my arm sling to Michael Best . 
I, Jason Simon, will my style to Adam Fischer, 
my jeep to Nate Erpenbeck, my swagger to Matt 
Summe, Hurstborne Lane to Nathan Wainscott, 
and everything else to Ben Reis. 
I, Christian Schulte, will my laces to Michael 
Best
I, Philip Ryan, will my ability to score against 
Highlands to Evan Talkers, my hair to Alex Tilford, 
my Baritone voice to Bryan Metzger, and my piano 
skills to Eric Torres
I, Clayton Salchli, will nothing. Not because they 
don’t deserve it, but because I have given these 

kids everything I have. Truly a thankless job.
I, John Leo Schaefer, will my invisibility cloak to  
Gabriel Gray and my fluent Spanish tongue to J.B. 
Bernhard.
I, Adam Schmidt, will my artistic talent to Ben 
Kleier, my invisible parking pass to anyone who 
walks to school, and my ability to catch crickets to 
Nik Knipper.
I, Brian Schroer, will my Ipod to Nick Davis, 
keep it fresh.
I, Luke Schutzman, will my Bearded Dragon to 
Nik Knipper, my flux capasiter to Jacob Condon, 
and my chess skills to the Metzgers.
I, Andrew Schult, will my tennis backhand to Ben 
Reis, all other tennis abilities to J.B. Bernhard, 
my beard to Sam Mullen, my deoderant and my 
hustle to Sawyer Pauly, my dancing skills to Jon 
Castenada, my soccer and German skills to Eddie 
Sketch, my good looks to my brother Mark Schult, 
my Berney to Danny Mlinarik,  my German travels 
to Evan Talkers.
I, Tyler Schuler, will my Presidency of the 
Handsome Men’s Club to Nick Mason, my dance 
moves to Kyle Kathman, my spare weight to Danny 
Mlinarik, my urge for a CCH polar bear club to 
Max Williamson, and my wit to Tim Haders.
I, Jonah Scott, will my golden pipes to Charlie 
Mader, my sweet drumming skills to Collin 
Cummings, and my epic goatee to all freshmen.
I, Jordan Seitz, will my driving skills to Matt 
Lanigan, and my prayers to Kyle Surace.
I, Adam Shumate, will my ability to start a rally 
in the third inning to Joe Robinson and my title of 
Wildman to Charlie Mader.
I, Joe Sizemore, will my football skills to Sam 
Williamson, my good looks to Dan Shumate, and 
my grammar skills to Mrs. Jones.
I, Studer Alexander Slabaugh III, will my lucky 
string to Gabe Gray, my mother’s handkerchief 
to Jonathan “sounds like a bug” Castaneda, my 
stamina and skill to Eric Frondorf, my athletes foot 
to Justin Fiser, my modeling to Ryan Panouchek, 
and my stunning good looks, gluts, and physique 
to Matt Lanigan.
I, Ryan Snyder, will my 400-meter speed to 
Sean Kreke, my guitar playing to Zach Toebben, 
my punching skills to Luke Ganshirt, my Spanish 
knowledge to Eric Schieman, and my track spikes 
to Garret Oien.
I, Casey Stone, will Eric Schneider my vigorous 
class schedule, my speed and stamina to Danny 
Mlinarik, my shoe collection and discount to 
Evan Talkers, my majestic Baritone voice to Kyle 
Surace, my alligator to Sawyer Pauly, Meats, Jason 
Klein, and Erps, my graphic design skills to Luke 
Roberts, and finally my lax skills, style, good 
looks, swag, and car to Nick Stutler.
I, Bobby Sturm, will my good looks to Chris 
Molony, my name to Bobby Beatrice, my preppy 
clothes to Nolan Shields, and everything else to 
Kyle Surace.
I, Austin Taylor, will my common sense to Matt 
Lanigan, my diving capabilities to Kyle Morris, my 
left foot and sins to Kyle Surace, and my catcher’s 
mitt to Jake Lenkheit.
I, Jack Templeton, will my carpooling skills 

to Tanner Coyne-Chailland, my AP Psychology 
skills to Kyle Surace, my Ohio State knowledge 
and fandom to Clint Massie, and my position as 
yearbook editor to the unlucky person who blind 
fully assumes the responsibility next year. 
I, Cary Thaxton, will my #58 jersey to Sam 
Williamson or Sam Burchell- whoever wins the 
wrestling match for it, my championship ring in 
handball to Coach G, and my Chipotle credit to 
D.J. Powell. 
I, Jake Thelen, will my ability to get on my level to 
Sawyer Pauly, my good looks to Tanner Fangman, 
and my accounting skills to Stephen Schaefer.
I, Kevin Tillman, will my facial hair to Jason 
Meyer, my Latin abilities to Maxwell Williamson, 
and Richard Dickman’s spite to Clay Heidrich.
I, Troy Timmerman, will my beautiful voice to 
Charlie Mader, my athletic ability to Bradley Way, 
my charm to Max Halpin, my discus to D.J. Powell 
and Sam Williamson, and my beard to Nik Knipper. 
I, Rafael Torres, will my Hispanic name to my 
brother Eric Torres.
I, John Turner, will my body hair to Jason Meyer, 
my dreamy blue socks to Nate Kunkel, my love for 
Spanish to Michael Turner, and all of my gum to 
Mrs. Rasp.
I, Jake Vogt, will my work ethic and good 
behavior to Johnny Young, my bowling skills to 
Alex Tilford, my Village attire to Nick Mason, 
my ability to start rallies in the third inning to 
Ben Maile, my ridiculous cheers to Chuck Mader 
and Brian Fagel, my bowling ball, Alex, to David 
Zalla, my rims to Joseph Castenada, my geo prism 
driving skills to Jake Lankheit, and my anatomy 
skills to Tom Reitzes.
I, Jackson Walsburger, will my parking spot 
to Zeb Gronotte, my dedication to education to 
Johnny Thiel, five dollars to Sean Cooney, and my 
inability to keep quiet to Jake Henderson.
I, Eric Warning, will my extra senior express 
pass to Eric Schneider so that he can take all of the 
younger Eric’s to the front of the line.
I, Brent Webster, will my good looks to Matt 
Summe and my basketball skills to Nick Fredrick.
I, Mitchell Wendling, will my instable appetite to 
Kyle Morris, my ability to taxi people to Charlie 
Mader, my laugh to Drew Bambuger, my taunting 
ability to Ben Maile, my wisdon to Jon Castaneda, 
and everything else to Matt Summe.
I, Aaron Wilson, will my title as “The Man” to 
Dan the Man Mlinarik, my part time job to Sean 
Cooney, my little Spanish knowledge to Josh 
Kissel, and a new shirt to Eric Frondorf. 
I, Justin Wolfer, will my car to Ian Dereamer, my 
height to Matt Lanigan, and my nickname to Jim 
Nutter.
I, Matt Yeager, will my AP Physics notes to Jim 
Nutter and my happy dance to no one- none of 
you are Yeager enough to have it. 
I, Nate Zembrodt, will my man cave in the art 
room to Nick Mason and the metal bars in my 
chest to Ethan Egbers.

Wills, Wills, and More Wills
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Flapper
Anuel Nevels

 “Strike up the band, throw off your hat, and have a hotsy totsy ride 
through the twenties. Happy days are here again!” Flapper the musical 
came to Notre Dame and CovCath on the weekend of May 5th through 7th. 
The 1920’s were brought to life on stage, the life of a young flapper named 
Polly Pepper to be precise. Along for the ride were Junior Eric Torres as 
the ever charming con Duke of Milford, Senior Anuel Nevels as the tough 
as nails Lieutenant Fluke, Noah Gripshover and Quenton Floyd as the 
bouncing Jimmy and Tommy, and the fabulous team of Norb Wessels and 
Eric Zimmer as the mobsters Cheater Hayes and Muggs O’Toole, with AJ 
“Scoobs”  as the handsome Buck Wayne.
 The story began with society flapper Polly Pepper preparing 
to inherit the Ice Garden diamond necklace for her 18th birthday. The 
adventure began as Cheater Hayes and Muggs O’Toole attempted to steal 
the diamond and butted heads with Lieutenant Fluke who did everything 
possible to defend it. Admist this chaos professional cons the Duke and 
Duchess of Milford attempted to take Polly’s aunt for $100,000. Will 
Muggs and Cheater be able to pull off the heist, will the Duke be able to 
pull the wool over Granvilles eyes, and will Fluke be able to stop them 
before they strike? These questions were asked and answered by the 
audiences that couldn’t stop laughing, especially during the love ballad of 
Buck and Polly.
 The final show for the year was a huge hit and was considered the 
best of the year, not bad if you ask me.

Prom
Lucas Armor

 On April 2nd the Cov Cath juniors and seniors traveled to The 
Syndicate in Newport, Kentucky, for their annual Prom. The night started 
with guests arriving around 8 o’clock with their dates. The Syndicate 
was nice enough to provide valet parking for those who wished to use it. 
Once all the guests arrived they were told to take their seats so that dinner 
could begin to be served. The people in charge were called by tables to get 
their food from the buffet area. Dinner included a few choice entrees that 
included roast beef or chicken, salad, green beans, mashed potatoes, and 
bread. The dinner got positive feedback from the guests as many kids went 
back for seconds. Once everyone was done eating, it was time to mingle 
for awhile while the music played and the VCU vs. Butler game came to 
a close on two jumbo screens that were set up on each side of the room. 
They had these screens because during Prom the UK vs. UConn basketball 
game was being played, and many students at Prom wanted to watch it. 
Unfortunately, the Cats lost 56-55, so there were many sad faces that left 
that night.
 Once Prom got out around 12, the students were invited to go to 
“After Prom” at the Town and Country Sports Complex in Wilder. At the 
After Prom there were walk-in door prizes for the Cov Cath students, along 
with gift baskets for their dates. Some more things at After Prom included 
inflatable entertainment, a big soccer field, rock climbing, all you can eat 
buffet, basketball, and just hanging out. At around 1 A.M., all the students 
were gathered around to watch a Hypnotist Act. The students watched 
some of their classmates go under a deep trance and act in very humorous 
ways. Once that was over the students were free to go hang out for another 
hour or so. The After Prom ended at 3 A.M. and the students all went home 
to get some much needed sleep.
 Overall Prom and After Prom were a huge success. A big thanks 
goes out to the parents and faculty that helped make this night possible for 
all the students!

Prom king Stephen Henke and school 
president Neil Kennedy
Photo byPrestige

Quenton Floyd demonstrates how to 
get the ladies 1920’s style.  
Photo by Tom Maurer

Right:  Eric Torres reveaks his danc-
ing moves, along with Norb Wessels 
in the background, to the Roaring 
20’s music.


